A new gradient-corrected exchange functional (G96) is introduced. While similar to Becke's B88 functional, it is much simpler and its potential in ® nite systems is asymptotically unbounded. The mean absolute deviations of the B88 and G96 exchange energies from the corresponding Hartree-Fock values for the atoms H to Ar are 12± 5 and 8± 5 mE h , respectively. In combination with the LYP correlation functional, it yields a density functional (G-LYP) that performs similarly to B-LYP on the standard G2 benchmark and we infer that the usefulness of a functional for molecular calculations does not depend critically on its asymptotic behaviour.
Introduction
As an approach to the electronic structure problem, Kohn± Sham density functional theory (DFT) [1± 3] combines the virtues of comparative computation al inexpense with commendable accuracy for a wide range of physically interesting properties. An intensive research eOE ort has yielded an impressive variety of exchange and correlation functionals [ 4± 19 ], some of which have shown considerable promise in recent comparisons [20± 23 ] between DFT predictions and reliable experimental data on molecular structure and energetics. Not surprisingly, DFT has been widely embraced by physicists and chemists but fundamental questions about the origin of its success remain unanswered [24] ad the trite remark that``DFT gets the right answers for the wrong reasons ' ' is not far from the truth. If we are to improve this unsatisfacto ry situation, the veil of mystery that envelops modern DFT practice must be pierced and we propose that Occam' s Razor [25] may be a potent weapon in this eOE ort.
A major obstacle to progress is the arresting complexity of many of the currently popular density functions. It is entirely reasonable, and it is good science, to ask whether or not such baroque tendencies are necessary in order to obtain good agreement with experim ent. In this spirit, we have initiated a minimalist search for simplicity in DFT. Our goal is the construction of extremely simple functionals that perform as well as their more complicated brethren when applied to atomic and molecular problems. For example, in work with Stewart [26] , we have recently found that the Lee± Yang± Parr (LYP) [15, 16] correlation functional is only marginally superior to the very much simpler Wigner [5] functional buried within it and we have investigated the Becke± Wigner (B± W) model as an alternative to the more complicate d B-LYP procedure.
In this paper, we turn our attention to the exchange energy. We introduce and examine a novel functional that, while comparable to the Becke [13] and Perdew± Wang [18] functionals, enjoys a peerless simplicity of form that may eventually allow it to be used without resort to the grid-based quadrature that bedevils current DFT practice.
We conjecture that it is the simplest possible exchange functional that aOE ords a highquality theoretical model chemistry.
The original exchange functional of Dirac [4] ,
is intuitively comprehensible and conceptually attractive. However, although the functional is exact for the homogeneou s electron gas, it is insu ciently accurate in molecular systems to yield an entirely satisfactory theoretical model chemistry. Most attempts to generalize and improve upon it introduce a gradient-dep endent function g(x) to the integrand, yielding
where q (r) is a spindensity and its dimensionle ss reduced gradient is given by x¯r~q r q Õ % /$ . All of the exchange functionals that we will consider henceforth are of form (2) and, for the sake of brevity, we will therefore often discuss a functional in terms of its g (x) . A number of authors have emphasized the importance of the potential that an exchange functional yields when applied in the classically forbidden outer regions of a molecule where the spindensity decays exponentially . Since the density of the hydrogen atom is exponential
and its exact exchange potential (which cancels its Coulomb potential) is easily shown to be
it follows that one can obtain a useful diagnostic gauge of the performance of functional (2) in classically forbidden regions by comparing (4) with the approxim ate exchange potential [27] :
(where x¯2p " /$ e# r/$ ) that results when the density is given by (3). The spin-polarize d Dirac functional is a special case of (2) in which g(x) is constant, i.e.
In an attempt to correct the tendency of (6 a) to underestimate the Hartree± Fock exchange energy by roughly 10 % in molecular systems, Slater [8] and others proposed that the constant a be increased by such a factor. This approach leads to the famous X a theory and was a popular choice for many years despite being necessarily inexact for the homogeneou s electron gas.
By examining the slowly-varyin g in® nite electron gas, Sham [7] and Kleinman [10] were able to derive from ® rst principles the second-order gradient-cor rected functional
where b¯5(36p ) Õ & /$¯0 ± 00189. Moreover, although S71 yields improved energies over D30, Herman et al. found [6] that replacing b with the semiempirical value b¯0± 0044 is even better. However, the Sham± Kleinm an± Herman functionals have been criticized for several reasons, the most serious of which is that their potential (7 b) is unbounded for large r.
In recent years, the evolution of improved exchange functionals has been partly guided by an impressive piece of literature [28] on the scaling and asymptotic behaviour of the exact functional. This knowledge has been used to infer that g (x) should reduce to g S( " (x) as x ! 0 and that the potential (5) should decay as 1} r as x ! ¢ . we designate these the`Sham-qua dratic ' and`Coulombic ' asymptotic properties, respectively, and note that any functional possessing both is likely to be fairly complicated.
The ® rst functional developed with both of these properties in mind
was published in 1988 by Becke [13] . He chose the parameter b¯0± 0042 to ® t the known Hartree± Fock exchange energies of the noble gas atoms He to Rn and the similarity of this to the Herman value follows from the similarity between the Taylor series in (7 a) and (8 a) . It is sobering to note that, despite being neither Sham-quadr atic nor Coulombic, B88 yields very useful theoretical model chemistries [22] when paired with competent functionals. Following Becke' s work, Perdew and Wang constructed another functional
that is also widely used and is frequently referred to as the GGA91 exchange functional [18] . Although based on B88, it has been re® ned in the small-and large-x limits. In particular, the Gaussian term in the numerator renders it Sham-quadr atic while the x% terms ensure that (9 a) tends to zero in the high-gradient limit. However, although such modi® cations produce a functional that is theoretically superior, PW91 is not found in practice (as we will see later) to yield systematically better chemical predictions . (The referee of this paper has informed us that the 1986 functional of Perdew [11] is preferable to PW91. Few direct comparisons between P86 and B88 have appeared in the literature but such work would obviously be valuable.)
Recently, Gill and Pople found a functional that yields the exact wavefunction and energy for the hydrogen atom and showed [27] that it is the unique functional of form (2) to do so. Their functional is complicated and is most conveniently written as
where U and M are con¯uent hypergeom etric functions. It is Coulombic (necessarily) but not Sham -quadratic. Regrettably, it performs extremely poorly for all but the simplest of systems and we will not consider it further here. What, then, can we conclude from the observed performance of the existing functionals ? The question is a confusing one because B88, which is neither Shamquadratic nor Coulom bic, performs at least as well as PW91 (which is Sham-quadr atic but otherwise very similar) and very much better than S71 (which is Sham -quadratic) and GP93 (which is Coulombic and, indeed, exact for the hydrogen atom ). An objective observer must conclude, on the weight of evidence but contrary to conventiona l wisdom, that an exchange functional need not necessarily possess the Sham -quadratic and Coulombic properties in order to perform well. If this is true, it is frustrating for it tells us only what is not important. If we wish to develop an improved functional, it would be much more helpful to know what is important. Nonetheless, if nothing else, it should at least make us receptive to slightly unconventio nal suggestions. One follows.
A new exchange functional
The functional that this paper introduces is de® ned by
and we will refer to it as G96. We choose the value b¯1} 137 to reproduce the Hartree± Fock exchange energy for the Ar atom using the HF} 6-311--G density [29, 30] and SG-1 grid [31] . Before examining the quantitative performance of the G96 functional, we note that it is neither Sham-quadr atic nor Coulom bic but, for the reasons below, this is unlikely to be important.
is not analytic at x¯0 and its second and higher derivatives there are in® nite. Becke contends [13] that this de® ciency may be signi® cant but we do not agree. Indeed, there is evidence that non-analyticit y of g(x) at the origin may in fact be necessary for high accuracy. Not long ago, we showed [27] that there exists a unique functional of the form (2) that yields the correct Kohn± Sham energy (® 1} 2 hartree) and density (p Õ " exp (® 2r)) for a hydrogen atom. We were able to construct and plot the corresponding g(x) and show that it is singular at the origin. This surprising result is, however, not particularly profound. It simply re¯ects the fact that the form (2), while very attractive from a computational and conceptual viewpoint, is not in® nitelȳ exible and it shows clearly that, if one wishes to adopt the constraints inherent in (2), one can not rule out the possibility that the optimal g(x) may behave quite strangely.
The fact that the potential (11 b) of G96, like that of S71, is asymptotica lly unbounded in the classically forbidden region of a molecule is actually of little practical signi® cance for it can be seen that, where the potential grows as exp (-r} 3), the corresponding spindensity decays as exp (® 2r) and annihilates any spurious eOE ects that might otherwise have arisen.
Results and discussion
All of the calculations described below were performed using the Q-Chem program [32] . Table 1 contains the proper UHF} 6-311--G exchange energies [24, 29, 30 ] for the atom s H to Ar, and the signed diOE erences between these and the improper values aOE orded by the Dirac, Sham , Perdew, Becke and G96 functionals when applied nonself-consistently to the UHF} 6-311--G densities and integrated using the SG-1 grid [31] .
It has been known for many years that the Dirac functional systematically underestim ates UHF exchange energies and the data in table 1 show this error decreasing from 14 % for H to 8 % for Ar. This functional constitutes the exchange component of the widely used local spin density approximatio n (LSDA).
The inclusion of a gradient correction for the inhom ogeneity of the electron density has a marked and bene® cial eOE ect. Although the straightforw ard Sham functional yields exchange energies that are still too small, the errors are now only 2± 3 %. Given the popularity that the LSDA has enjoyed, it is surprising that the Sham functional has received such scant attention. This may re¯ect more on early density-func tional program s that on the functional itself ! The Becke functional is semiempirical in that the value of its b parameter was chosen to ® t, in a least-squares sense, the exchange energies of the six noble gas atoms from He to Rn. The return for this single degree of`ab initio empiricism ' , however, is that it is 1± 2 orders of magnitude more accurate than the Sham functional for predicting atomic exchange energies. Its mean absolute deviation (MAD) from the UHF value is just 12± 5 mE h .
The Perdew± Wang functional is a little more complicated than Becke' s but the results in table 1 show that it is also somewhat less accurate : for the 18 atom s tested, its mean absolute deviation from the UHF values is 24 mE h . This is very interesting PW91 was carefully constructed to mimic B88 for intermediate x values but to correct it elsewhere. It raises the intriguing possibility that, in order to perform well for ® nite systems, it may be unimportan t, or even undesirable, for an exchange functional to be Sham-quadr atic.
The G96 functional contains a semiempirical parameter chosen to ® t the exchange energy of the Ar atom. The mean absolute deviation of G96 exchange energies from the UHF values is small, only 8± 5 mE h . That such agreement can be achieved is itself signi® cant, especially given the functional' s simplicity, non-analytici ty and unbounded potential.
The deviations of the Becke, Perdew and G96 functionals are plotted in ® gure 1. The most interesting feature of this ® gure is the striking similarity between the three graphs and, in particular, the`neon dip ' that they all display. The obvious parallels 
between the energies that they yield suggest that the underlying functionals may be more closely related than a cursory inspection of (8), (9) and (11) would suggest. Fortunately , since all three are of the form (3), it is easy to compare them by comparing their respective g(x) functions as in ® gures 2 and 3.
Because it is Sham-quadr atic, PW91 decreases more slowly than B88 for 0 ! x ! 2 but then becomes almost identical to it until x E 10 after which it reaches a minimum and then increases. Because of its in® nite curvature at the origin, G96 decreases more rapidly initially than B88, but they subsequently intersect twice (at x E 5± 1 and x E 13± 2) before the x$ /# of G96 eventually prevails over the x} ln x of B88. Although the behaviours of the functionals in the small-and large-x regions have been studied in detail by asymptotic analysis, the diOE erences between them turn out to be relatively unimportan t. Of much greater signi® cance practically is the striking similarity between all three functionals in the intermediate-x region, for it is there that their performances in most chemical applications are determined.
Having identi® ed B88, PW91 and G96 as the most accurate of the functionals examined, we were interested to compare their strengths and weaknesses when applied to the prediction of accurately known chemical reaction energetics. In order to do this, we had to pair each of the exchange functionals with a correlation functional and we chose to use LYP with B88 and G96 (giving B-LYP and G-LYP) and the PW91 correlation functional with PW91 (giving GGA91). All calculations were performed self-consistently [33] and used the SG-1 grid [31] .
In tables 2± 5, we compare the predictions of G-LYP, B-LYP and GGA91 with accurate experimental data for the G2 set of molecules [34] . We present results obtained with both the large 6-311-G(2df,p) basis set and the smaller 6-31G (d) set. We expect the former to be close to the basis set limit while the latter are indicative of the quality that could be anticipated if one wished to apply the functionals to large systems where a modest basis set would be mandated. MP2} 6-31G(d) geometries were Table 4 . Electron a nities (eV) from experiment, G-LYP, B-LYP and GGA91. used for all calculations. We note that a major investigation of the B-LYP procedure has previously been published by Johnson et al. [22] . These authors, however, con® ned their attention to the 6-31G (d) basis set and did not present comparisons of B-LYP with the GGA91 (or G-LYP) procedure. Our results are summarized in table 6. Table 2 lists experimental and theoretical atomization energies for 55 small molecules. In general, the theoretical values follow the pattern G-LYP ! B-LYP ' GGA91 and the tendency of GGA91 to overbind is particularly signi® cant for unsaturated systems. The fact that G-LYP atomization energies are usually smaller than those of B-LYP is an asset in the in® nite-basis limit (where B-LYP tends to overbind slightly) but a liability in 6-31G (d) calculations (where errors due to the functional and basis set largely cancel and B-LYP' s mean error is small). For largebasis calculations, G-LYP is slightly better than B-LYP overall and both are much more accurate than GGA91. For small-basis calculations, B-LYP is better than G-LYP overall and both are more accurate than GGA91. Table 3 lists experimental and theoretical ionization potentials for 40 atom s and molecules. In general, the theoretical values follow the pattern G-LYP E B-LYP ! GGA91. However, unlike atomization energies, molecular ionization energies are almost invariably underestimated by B-LYP. Consequently, G-LYP is slightly worse overall than B-LYP for calculations with the large basis set and slightly better with the small basis set. Both, however, are much less accurate than GGA91. Table 4 lists experim ental and theoretical electron a nities for 25 atoms and molecules. It is well known that most anions cannot be adequately described without diOE use functions and, as a result, the 6-31G(d) electron a nities are generally much too low. With the large basis set, the theoretical values invariably follow the pattern G-LYP ! B-LYP ! GGA91 but the B-LYP values are sometimes above, and sometimes below, experim ent. As a result, we ® nd overall that G-LYP and B-LYP are similar and both are much more accurate than GGA91. Table 5 lists experimental and theoretical proton a nities for eight small molecules. All three functionals perform notably well here. Presumably, this is because, unlike atomization , ionization and electron addition, protonation is an isogyric process. The G-LYP a nities are generally slightly larger than those of B-LYP and GGA91 and this is usually an improvement. Overall, G-LYP is superior to both B-LYP and GGA91, especially with the large basis set.
In an attempt to draw the threads of this paper together, we have constructed a summary of the properties and performance of the six exchange functionals that we have considered and present it in table 7. Careful inspection of this leads to the conclusion that correct behaviour of g(x) in the x ! 0 and x ! ¢ limits is neither necessary nor su cient to determine whether a functional may be useful in the prediction of chemical energetics. Of much greater signi® cance is the behaviour in the intermediate range, say, 2 ! x ! 10. This is a salutary lesson to any who seek to devise accurate exchange functionals in the future. 
Conclusions
We have introduced and studied the simple G96 exchange functional given by
A new density-func tional procedure, G-LYP, obtained by combining G96 with the LYP correlation functional, has been applied to the G2 molecular dataset and compared with the established B-LYP and GGA91 procedures. Atomization energies from G-LYP are generally slightly lower than those from B-LYP and, as a result, G-LYP is less prone to the overbinding tendency that characterizes B-LYP. Ionization potentials from G-LYP are generally lower, and less accurate, than those of B-LYP. Electron a nities from the two functionals are comparable but the proton a nities aOE orded by G-LYP with a large basis set are signi® cantly closer to the experimental values than those predicted by B-LYP. Although the exchange potential of G96 is unbounded in an exponential density and its g(x) is not analytic at x¯0, the results presented here suggest that these de® ciencies may be of little signi® cance for chemical purposes. Indeed, one of the most important conclusions of the present work is that surprisingly accurate agreement with experiment can be achieved using an extremely simple exchange functional. In devising a simple functional with the same predictive power as a more complex one, we feel (with William of Occam) that progress has been made.
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